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Prepare to be swept away by the enchanting world of "The Last Collection,"
a captivating novel from the bestselling author Lori Wilde. Step into a realm
where art, love, and the unbreakable bonds of family intertwine, creating a
story that will linger in your heart long after you turn the final page.

A Family Legacy Steeped in Art and Secrets
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At the heart of "The Last Collection" lies the illustrious Sinclair family,
renowned for their generations-long legacy in the art world. As the novel
unfolds, we are introduced to three extraordinary women from different eras
who are connected by their love of art and their unyielding determination to
preserve a priceless family heirloom.

Caroline, the Ambitious Artist

Caroline Sinclair, a talented artist living in 19th century New York City,
dreams of making her mark in the male-dominated art scene. Undeterred
by societal expectations, she defies convention and pursues her passion
with unwavering resolve. Her vibrant paintings capture the essence of the
city's bustling streets and the raw emotions of its inhabitants.

Celia, the Determined Collector

Fast-forward to the 1960s, where we meet Celia Sinclair, a savvy art
collector and curator. Driven by an insatiable curiosity and a deep love for
her family's legacy, Celia embarks on a quest to uncover the truth behind a
mysterious painting that has haunted her family for generations.

Claire, the Contemporary Curator

In present-day New York City, Claire Sinclair, a brilliant curator, faces a
momentous decision that will shape her future and the fate of her family's
collection. As she navigates the complexities of the art world, she discovers
the hidden stories behind the masterpieces that have been passed down
through generations.

A Tapestry of Love, Loss, and Triumph



"The Last Collection" is not merely a novel about art; it is a testament to the
power of love, the resilience of the human spirit, and the enduring bonds
that transcend time and space. As the lives of Caroline, Celia, and Claire
intertwine, their stories reveal the sacrifices they make for love, the
unwavering support they find within their family, and the enduring legacy
they leave behind.

A Masterpiece of Historical Fiction

Lori Wilde has crafted a masterpiece of historical fiction that seamlessly
blends art, history, and human emotion. With her vivid prose and insightful
characterization, she transports readers to different eras and introduces
them to unforgettable characters who stay with them long after the book is
finished.

Step into the Enchanting World of "The Last Collection"

If you seek a captivating read that will immerse you in a world of art, love,
and family, look no further than "The Last Collection" by Lori Wilde. This
enchanting novel will leave you spellbound and forever changed by its
timeless themes and unforgettable characters.

Free Download your copy today and embark on a literary journey that will
stay with you for a lifetime.
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